FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2008

Ann Arbor Incident a Notarized Prediction

These are todays blogs posted on detroitfreepress and wxyz blog local under taxpayer7777.

Everyone who can read-This was posted by a concerned citizen in reference to what I heard someone experienced. If you read this please contact Ms Moss for her she asked me to do this for her. Ms Moss ACLU director of the Wayne Mi Chapter of the ACLU-for this victim who is not goin away. read these blogs from the bottom up wrote: Taxpayer7777 wrote:

The Victim just went and had lunch before she left the Library where she is at using the internet in Ann Arbor "which Library" she went to the bathroom to set up her tape recorder to rewind it and to record that she was in the library getting ready to leave to go have lunch-see the victim know's their pattern's of intimidation and harrassment so she deliberately make's sure she frequents the same place so they'll try their method's their "1 of their method's is to monitor her routines and get their ahead of time if they have a pretty good idea where she's goin -in her timeline she had stated many time's they play game's right outside the bathroom door practically everyday she uses the bathroom I suspect some of these perpetrator's are deliberately stationed at computer's the city controls so when she goe's to the bathroom they dont even have to leave their seat to eengage in verbal cue's in their conversation just loud enough for the victim to hear or they come around after she goes in as a result of 1 of them text messaging what Im about to do-"She has their cues on tape and right know they are desperate like you whouldn't belive to get ahold of what she has" see U of M staff in Dearborn criminally solicited the victim in the crime of torture:they aided and abbedded the original perpetrator's the dearborn police and another party and U of M Ann Arbor their image is connected to U of M dearborn That's why the Ann Arbor Police the city employee's of Ann Arbor library staff their doing everyting they can to assist each other in stiging event's so the victim can be contained 1 way or another or set up in a area where a staged assualt and robbery...
occur's they are literally all over her-so while in the bathroom when she was brefing her tape recorder of wheir she was goin they heard it or the bathroom is taped"belive it or not"and when the victim said wheir she was going they got ahead of her and visually tried to suck her into a confortation by pretending to of already of been their for awhile by paying their check and when they got up to do it 1 of them deliberately waved their arm's stretched out to get her attention hoping for eye contact and hoping that she shoud say something so the owner who was more than likely lied to can call the police or kick her out-they used their arm's because they know I have a tape recorder-the black girl did the same thing 2 day's ago when they tried to solicit a altercation her she kept walking by me giving direct dirty look's while the security gaurd was right their to lie about he whole situation-they goal is to associate themselves physically and hope I'll react or literally start a altercation like on the elevator or bathroom wheir their is no witness than the security gaurd here's a bullshit story he's prepared to hear and the victim is either arrested so the police can erase the tape's she's carrying or bann her from the library wheir she using the internet for this purpose-I highly suspect the Govenors Office and Ms Worthy's office is calling he shot's here because the victim reported being tortured to both of them-Please contact The Director of the ACLU with this story It is very possible since their monitoring my internet activitie's that they are intercepting the victim's emails to her.They brought a female weight lifter into the library today and they are purposly having loud conversations with her associating themselves to her as a visual intimidatation que.This victim will not stop goin after them no matter what they do or say they brought his on themselve's and after you have been tortured repeately you get to the point whier you just say hey I dont care what you do to me anymore Im striking back 5/1/2008 3:54 PM EDT on freep.com Report Abuse wrote: Taxpayer777 wrote: So Michigan Taxpayers-what do we think of Ms Worthy-I heard a rumor around town that she concealed a woman being tortured in Dearborn by the Dearborn police/do you think she'll deny it/I wonder who else is attached to the cover up of this rumor do you think they will lie/I wonder I also,because I heard all of the victim's internet activitie's were being monitored by the police agencie's that aided and abbeded the perpetrator's so they can use this tool as a guideline on how to intercept her activitie's in bringing this eventually to the public's attention, part of the rumor is, is that she's using the internet at Public Librarie's and at U of M in Dearborn to try and complete the timeline of torture the intimidation and harrassment of the Police Department's in these district and city's she frequent's,and that she brought what happened to the Govenor's attention 6 time through the Michigan .gov
website and her intimidation and harrassment by the Police and City employees at the Library's, she's using the interent to send email's to Ms Moss at the ACLU in Detroit and Steave Wilson channel 7 from these public librarie's I was told their all over her everywhere she goe's and that their even trying to intimidate her thru using employee's of buisness she frequent everyther day for essential's so she wont be able to use these buisness for her need's so she'll have to take the bus to a bad area wheir the crime rate is higher so they can stage event's of assault, stage witnesses who call the police so they have a excuse to intervene the victim is then arrested and her audio tape's that have incident's of provacation of the perpetrator's are altered and erased so the victims proof is compromised. This rumor I heard detail's the victim has proof and that her email's requestinfg help from the ACLU and Steave Wilson have probably been intercepted I was also told that her email accounts keep mysteriously keep frezzing and locking up at these librarie's, I heard also they have tried to stage event's at these librarie's through the city's she using the internet at them are so they can tell her she's banned and as a result the timeline of torture she's completeing thru yahoo email cannot be completed and so furthur email's to MS Moss and Steave Wilson won't have to be intercepted and so that the victim wont be able to send them THHis is what I heard-And since I was told the victim's carrying proof of the torture I belive it

Worthy, who now knows that you must have your entire house in order before cleaning someone else's, has been castigated by defense attorneys because one of her assistant prosecutors is accused of assisting perjury in a drug case.
And a complaint has been filed against Worthy herself, with allegations that she helped cover up her assistant's actions. Worthy said she had to decline comment on the perjury allegations within her office until all investigations into the case are complete.
The media also have reported on Worthy's tax problems, and Worthy has acknowledged she incurred a liability in 2004 as she funded her run for prosecutor. And in the meantime, attorneys across metro Detroit are making a killing off the scandal. 5/1/2008 1:51 PM EDT on freep.com Report Abuse

DISABLED WOMAN TORTURED IN DEARBORN-POLICE COVER
UP wrote: Taxpayer777 wrote:
WHEN YOU READ THESE BLOG'S TRY AND REMEMBER EASTERN UNIVERSITY'S COVER UP OF LAURA DICKERSON THE LENGHT'S EASTERN WENT TO THEN COMPILe THAT WITH kk
ADMINISTRATION TRYING TO COVER UP THEIR DIRTY DEED'S TIS IS EXACTLY WHAT'S GOING ON HERE TO THE TEE IT'S JUST A DIFFERENT CITY THIS IS A REAL STORY A PERSON IS AWARE THAT THEY HAVE BEEN TORTURED AND PROOF PHYSICAL PROOF CANNOT BE DISPUTED BY OPINION OR PERCEPTION NOT THIS PROOF THEIR ARE 3 BLOGS HERE READ THEM FROM BOTTOM TO TOP NOTICE THE DATE'S AND WATCH FOR THE NEXT POSTING EVERYONE BY MONDAY YOU WILL READ A BLOG THAT WILL OPEN YOUR EYE'S TO THE CURRENT HARRASSMENT THAT'S GOING ON FROM OUR GOVERNMENT PERTAINING TO THIS VICTIM SHE CAUGHT THEM AGAIN ON TAPE AND HAS 2 OTHER PIECE'S OF EVIDENCE THAT BACK UP THESE 2 OTHER PIECE'S THIS IS AS BIG AS THE MS GREEN CASE AND IT IS LITERALLY COMING YOUR WAY WHAT YOU DONT UNDERSTAND HERE WILL COME TOGETHER FOR YOU IN THE NEXT BLOG THESE BLOGS ARE PERTAINANT TO THE 1 COMING KIPP TIIIIEE YIII YEAH IH THE VICTIM WAITED AND GOT MORE PROOF REALLLLL PROOFFF THE VICTIM OF THIS TORTURE GAVE ME THIS BLOG ADDRESS TO CONTINUE TO WRITE TO THE PUBLIC WHAT HAPPENED TO HER DEAR PUBLIC I HEARD HIS RUMOR THAT A WOMAN WAS TORTURED IN DEARBORN MI BY THE DEARBORN POLICE A ACTIVE DEARBORN POSTAL EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATED IN CRIMINALLY SOLICITING THE EVENT I WAS TOLD THE VICTIM WENT TO THE FBI 3 TIME'S AND LEFT THEM SOME INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS MATTER SHE TOLD THEM THAT 1 OF THE PERPETRATOR'S WAS A POSTAL EMPLOYEE I WAS TOLD THE FBI NOT ONLY DIDN'T DO ANYTHING TO ASSIST THE VICTIM BUT THAT AS A RESULT OF SOME OF THE THINGS SHE EXPERIENCED AFTER MEETING WITH THEM THAT SHE HIGHLY SUSPECTED THEY WERE AIDING THE DEARBORN POLICE IN CONCEALING WHAT HAPPENED AND ORCHESTRATING EVENT'S TO CONTAIN THE VICTIM USING POLICE DEPARTMENT'S ALONG THE VICTIM'S ROUTE'S OF HER ROUTINE'S SHE ALSO SUSPECT'S THAT THEY TRIED TO TAG TEAM HER WITH A STATE TROOPER IN MS WORTHY'S OFFICE SO THEY COULD PETITION HER TO GIVE HER A DELIBERATE FALSE DIAGNOSIS LIE TO HER ABOUT HER RIGHT'S CONCERNING HAVING TO TAKE MEDICATION IN WHICH WHAT WAS DISPENSED CAUSED MAJOR CONFUSION AND ANXIETY NORMAL SIDE EFFECT'S OF SOME PERScribed DRUG'S "DO YOU THINK THEY ARE AWARE OF THESE SIDE EFFECT'S" I BELIEVE THEY ARE AND IT WAS DELIBERATELY DONE THESE FALSE DIAGNOSES CAN EASILY BE PROVED WRONG BY ANY DOCTOR WHO HAS NOT BEEN COMPROMISED I WAS TOLD THAT WHEN THE VICTIM WAS TORTURED SHE WAS A STUDENT AT HFCC AND REPORTED THE STALKING ASPECT OF THE CRIME TO CAMPUS SAFETY WHERE IT IS SUSPECTED THAT THEY IN TURN CAILED THE POLICE AND IT IS AT THIS TIME OR MAYBE BEFORE THAT HFCC CAMPUS SAFETY PLAYED A DIRECT ROLE IN COVERING UP WHAT THE POLICE WERE ATTEMPTING TO CONTINUE TO DO/U OF M LIBRARY STAFF WERE THE VICTIM STARTED USING THE INTERNET AT TO SOLICIT HELP FROM THE ACLU AND TO WRITE A TIMELINE OF THE TORTURE THRU A EMAIL
provider/stared using verbal cue's that were spoken when the victim was tortured to keep her in a traumatized state thru association and deliberate perception mind game's so the victim would feel diorientated and powerless over what she was experiencing/see U of M depend;is on 250 student transferring from HPCC each and every semester-this is extremely huge fedal dollars in Finacial Aid/and everything is attached to image/think about it whoould you do your grocery shopping in a inner city wheir the crime rate is high or in a suburb wheir it's not/image is everything when it come's to money being spent in a community/it if got out a woman was tortured in Dearborn By the Dearborn Police under the Guido Administration who was named Mayor of the year in las Vegas and they just recently named the Dearborn Performing Arts and Recreation Building after him/a multi million dollar building whier top preformer's come and preform/it ever got out the FBI helped cover this up and that the Governor and Ms Worthy were told about it and intimidiation and harrassment of the victim triple what would you deduce-what would you deduce if the victim had proof what would you believe-Help this woman before they decide she is to much of a liability-which I believe their getting close to 5/7/2008 11:20 AM EDT on freep.comReport Abuse wrote:
Taxpayer777 wrote:

PLEASE FORWARD TO...

My name is sniggih/weatherby

I have been the victim of torture, the perpetrator's began their pathology with the mantality that it take's a community to raise a child: I was in a Alcoholic's Anonymous when I met a woman by the name of Michele Wise: This letter is a summary of some of the current history of what's been going on-it is by no mean's a description of what I went thru and what's been going on-this letter is to only describe the stalking aspect of what Ive been going thru with the perpetrator's/which in, later you will come to see that the stalking aspect of this situation is part of the criminal solicitaion of torture through intimidiation/by association.
Now that your confused, understandably, it is essential though that you keep this as a matter of record, and when you recieve the
1: Timeline of torture
"Including the people involved,
the resident's whier the torture took place,
the state's I was stalked in, and
the fact's that illustrate direct deliberate human effort
and the method of torture"
2: The physical papertrail the perpetrator's left behind
3: The Audio tape's that directly coincide with dated email's explaining
their pattern's of behavior's before they happened, which the pattern's
were written out on paper and notarized isolating the date in time, then
capturing the pattern's of behavior's on audio tape after the date of the
notarization.
All 3 of these variable's -the history of all 3 will clearly show a heinous
crime took place on a innocent learning disabled woman who never did
1 thing to deserve 1 bit of it.
and #4 - the email's and audio's will show direct deliberate police
involvement in the torture, the coverup, harrassment and intimidation
of the victim.
The email's will show Government official's were notified and how
intimidation and harrassment of the victim increased expeditiously.
Throughout the whole timeline, in many separate email's it clearly
detail's method's of stalking, harassment and intimidation, so me the
victim started noticing all of their pattern's of same, so I did 2 thing's
inbetween running and the effect's of what happened to me,
1. I bought a tape recorder "Again"
2. I started writing down their pattern's of method's and predicting
where and sometime's when they would probably try these method's
again, than I would have this piece of paper notarized isolating the
date, hoping to catch the incident on audio as it unfold's in relation to
the method's I had notarized:
Bingo it happened on the 5th of May-4 day's after reporting what
happened to the ACLU in Ann Arbor, and 3 day's later a secound major
incident that was described on the 5th by a friend of the perpetrator's
that I caught on audio, and that is also
described in email's and clearly described in the notarization's I have.
Now I know enough about statistic's and math to know that something
like this being brought about to the tee after it being described in detail
-it being brought about by 4 different partic's of whom none I've never
met-
! being 1 of the perpetrator's of harrassament connected to the
perpetrator's who tortured me
2. By Library Staff
3: By Library Security Staff
and 4: By the Ann Arbor Police - on this video their all blaming me but
the video clearly show's it was't and the whole theater is literally
described on the notarization 2 week's before and email's that were
sent that week and as far back as October of 2007.
My Name is sniggh
I am a human Being a person I was tortured in Dearborn Michigan and
no one care's
Please go to .....freep.com/opinionblog../when you get to this forum
register it only takes 2 minute's/then proceed back to the forum thru 1 click from registration to the forum title freep.com Q & A's look for posts by Michigan Taxpayer-777
This is a real important point if you can help me while I have them exposed in stalking the victim either follow the victim/especially where she goe's at night and they will come to her that is a literal absolute/please help her she has proof they tortured on her and they are trying everything just about to intimidate her/the victim will be at the following location on the following date's.
Please help her
Thank you
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